Annexing West Bank Territory Was Once a Taboo for Israel. No Longer.
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The idea that Israelis might embrace annexation seemed extremely improbable just a few years ago, so how did we get here?

Annexation was never endorsed by past U.S. administrations, as it goes against the foundational idea of the peace process that territorial changes in the West Bank must be part of a negotiated solution. Yet now Israel is vowing to press ahead—with the apparently unqualified support of the Trump administration. The crucial details are not yet final, but the U.S. peace plan proposed this past January suggests the action could encompass up to 29 percent of the West Bank and all 130 Israeli settlements there (including 15 Israeli enclaves within a Palestinian state). The unthinkable is still not inevitable, however...

Read the full article on the Washington Post website. (https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/06/08/annexing-west-bank-territory-was-once-taboo-israel-no-longer/)
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